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Anyone who grazes or eats any recently sprayed pasture or crops is wrong, but Roundup promoters
claim it is safe and recommend grazing it.
Roundup sprayed paddocks prior to growing maize (corn), ends up in the maize and in the milk of
cows that eat the maize. I’ve measured both, so talk facts. Dr Mercola in USA has also measured it in milk
in USA and is against Roundup.
We always add 50% Codacide (vegetable oil) to Grazon, which is the only killing spray used for 19
years, which allows half the rate of Grazon to be used, stops drift and saves money.
We spray our lawn lightly at half rate with Grazon for weeds two or three times a year and have spread
the lawn clippings on our vegetable garden for 14 years and in our compost, and have never seen the
compost earthworms affected or any other problems, nor have the earthworms in the lawn been affected.
I’ve not been affected by Grazon, nor has anyone complained to the makers (Dow Ltd in new
Plymouth) about being affected, while bad effect complaints about Roundup have been frequent. Grazon
effects have not been complained about to the local health specialists who drain toxins out of people.
One has to be very careful about what one believes because of commercial rogues. When researching
items for GrazingInfo I have to discard a lot of propaganda and untruths, so does Dr Mercola who is a
good helpful international specialist doctor.
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